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•  WELCOME

Welcome to Cy4Gate Academy, a cyber educational 
concept conceived with the aim of treasuring and enhan-
cing the distinctive knowledge heritage of the company, 
structuring and disseminating it to turn it into a competitive 
asset.
Cy4Gate Academy represents a cutting-edge and uncon-
ventional educational reality, which supports Cy4gate’s 
business development by providing Customers and Partners 
with qualified competence and expertise on proprietary 
products and services in the cybersecurity and cyber intelli-
gence domains. Moreover, it aims at promoting and conso-
lidating Cy4gate’s network by fostering partnerships and 
cooperation agreements with corporates, Universities and 
Training Centers.

•  ABOUT THE ACADEMY

The strategic combination of the o�ered teaching solutions, 
as well as the ability to integrate the expertise of the 
Academy’s teaching sta� properly qualified by  means of 
“train the trainer” courses and regularly evaluated, are 
undeniable key factors for the success of the Academy, as 
well as basic requirements for its long-term sustainability 
and continuous development through the years.
The educational pathways outlined in the catalogue are the 
result of the teaching know-how that the company has built 
up over the years, with consolidated and time-tested cyber 
solutions alongside innovations with regard to objectives, 
content and methodologies.

REAL CYBER EDUCATION.
CERTIFIED RESULTS.
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MISSION
Cy4Gate’s cyber education area considers its 
main investment to be human capital: the Aca-
demy is conceived as a tool for realizing compe-
titive advantages through enterprise training and 

learning by doing. 
This means focusing on the systematization and 
dissemination of knowledge, activating the skills 
of “learning how to do” and “learning how to be”. 
The creation of a special structure for the valori-
zation and propagation of knowledge is a corner-
stone, a distinguishing and outstanding feature, 
of Cy4gate. Being able to capitalize on it, valorize 
it and make it inimitable is the key to its success.

VISION
To be the center of excellence for the uniqueness 
of our skills and experience. We believe in an 
academy model that preserves and enhances 
the history of our knowledge, harmonizing and 
integrating it with the innovative approach that is 
the driving force behind our strong ties with our 

Customers.

OUR VALUES
Cy4Gate Academy values are found in what Cy4-
Gate is and what it achieves through its products 
and partnerships, at all levels. Sharing the 
following value system is a source of unity, stren-
gth and pride which guide Cy4Gate and its Aca-
demy towards a more cyber-aware future.
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• LABS & HANDS-ON TRAININGS

Cy4gate Academy envisages the setting up of labs and 
virtual machines designed for hands-on learning of the 
theoretical content taught, as well as for mastering 
solutions and products in a professional way from the very 
first days of training.

Indeed, the Academy o�ers modern vocational training and 
skills education programs through interactive scenarios 
(“cyber arenas”) in which to simulate real cyber competition 
to solve real-world business and human challenges.
Finally, through placement, comprehension and final asses-
sment tests, Cy4Gate Academy personnel can monitor and 
adapt the contents acquired during the learning pathway, 
as well as those for which further focus is needed. Trainers 
can, thus, also ensure the provision of an e�ective and 
verifiable certification based on the knowledge of the 
resources involved.

• CYBER RANGE / DIGITAL TWIN

A Cyber Range is a virtual environment that provides orga-
nizations with the ability to simulate cyber combat training, 
system/network development, testing and benchmarking. 
It provides:

• Virtualization, emulation and simulation of IT, IOT and 
OT/ICS infrastructure

• A comprehensive learning/training platform

• A safe and secure, reality-based environment

• Hybrid capability enabling interconnection of real  

   equipment

In addition, a Cyber Range enables and ensures:

• The acquisition of competences and practical training of 
cyber defenders and of defence teams (rapid response 
units, legal investigations, auditing teams, computer 
network defence, SOC/SIEM, etc.)

• The implementation of experiments and simulations of IT 
and OT/SCADA infrastructures for analysis, prototyping or 
research (such as: migration of infrastructures, pre-pro-
duction environments, pre-approval, design of new archi-
tectures, and much more).

The training courses of the Academy catalogue are 
targeted at the major professionals most com-
monly found in cyber security organizations and 
they are systematically tailored to the needs of 
Customers, Partners and learners. Each educatio-
nal pathway includes the provision of complete 
supporting  documentation, as well as digital and 
hard copy learning resources that will guide and 
assist trainees  from the very beginning of each 
course.

Innovation, boldness, curiosity and an aptitude for 
self-improvement and lifelong learning are the 
main drivers for developing and enriching the 
educational o�erings  presented.
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Cy4gate Cyber Arenas are unconventional training 
where to simulate real cyber competition and chal-

lenges to solve real-world problems.



The “Research & Innov-ability” center is dedicated 

to research on technologies, products and 

know-how – the latter, pursued through the Cyber 

Academy. 

S/he supports the continuity of the learning 

process, supporting learners in  strengthening the 

link between the training activity and its concrete 

application. By supervising the delivery of the 

course, s/he draws up the teaching documenta-

tion and supporting resources and is responsible 

for issuing certificates. S/he is responsible for the 

logistical aspects of course delivery.

S/he is responsible for the training projects, by 

liaising with the stakeholders, to understand their 

needs and shape the courses accordingly. S/he is 

in charge of interfacing with engineering in the 

search for expert trainers to whom s/he assigns 

training projects and builds the list of trainers. S/he 

also supervises the design of the training archi-

tecture, the choice of contents. 

Cy4gate Academy also aims at realizing and consolidatin educational content, by support the company structures in charge 
in the preparation of technical-commercial o�ers and by guaranteeing the correct execution, from course design to its delivery 
to the end user.

Academy Cyber Security and Cyber Intelligence 

trainers enable the development and deepening of 

knowledge of security and data protection 

methods, resources and processes for using com-

puters, software and online applications. 

STRUCTURE OF THE ACADEMY

CY4GATE EDUCATION PARADIGM

RESEARCH & INNOV-ABILITY CENTER

HEAD OF ACADEMY: KNOWLEDGE
EXPERT AND ARCHITECT 

ACADEMY COORDINATOR
AND LEARNING SUPPORTER

CYBER CONTENT TRAINERS

The Academy’s operational sta� structure for successful training programs is presented below.
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PHASES FOR THE REALIZATION AND
DELIVERY OF CYBER-EDUCATIONAL PATHWAYS
In the organization and subsequent implementation of the Academy's cyber-education activities, it is particularly 

important to know the learners' input knowledge, as well as their goals and needs, so that the most appropriate 
educational choices can be made.

Cy4gate Academy also aims at realizing and consolidatin educational content, by support the company structures in charge 
in the preparation of technical-commercial o�ers and by guaranteeing the correct execution, from course design to its delivery 
to the end user/Client.
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Collect information on course addressees, and availability 
of laboratories  and training location.

Based on the addresses' objectives, interests, 
foreknowledge and competences to be achieved.

Such as digital educational resources, setting up of VMs 
and labs for hands-on activities

The placement/entry test is aimed at knowing the trainees' 
foreknowledge to, eventually, adapt some training 
contents.

Course delivery: fore-to-face, hybrid or full remote, 
alternating theoretical lessons and hands-on activities

The final evaluation test is aimed at verifying  if the course 
contents have been fully acquired by trainees. A 
satisfaction survey will follow.

Issue and delivery of certificates of attendance aimed at 
certifying attendees' knowledge and acquired 
competences

COURSE PLANNING

COURSE DEFINITION

PREPARATION OF EDUCATIONAL
RESOURCES AND MATERIAL

PLACEMENT TEST

COURSE DELIVERY

FINAL EVALUATION TEST

ISSUE OF CERTIFICATES
OF ATTENDANCE
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Cyber security awareness
REF. CY4_CYSEC-SK01

Cyber security fundamentals risk management
REF. CY4_CYSEC-BAS01

OT (Operational Technology) Security
REF. CY4_OT-SEC01

Our training paths are designed to train and certify specific targets, as well as deepen and broaden competencies (hard and 
soft skills) of each attendee.
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CYBER SECURITY GOVERNANCE  

AWARENESS

COURSE CATALOGUE ON
CYBER SECURITY

• Information management
• Productivity improvement
• Defending oneself against cyber risks
• Activities management 
• Deceptive email detection
• Personal and corporate data protection
• Information evaluation and management

• Security Fundamentals
• Cyber Risk Approach
• Introduction to Vulnerabilities
• Introduction to Attack Vectors
• Cyber Protection and Countermeasures
• Cyber Defence Technologies;
• Main reference frameworks and standards;
• Secure code development best practices

• Operational Technology terminology 
• NIST Framework, IEC 62443 Standards
• OT Network Protocols, logical design and components
• Distributed Control System (DCS)
• OT Cybersecurity Controls
• Security maintenance activities
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CTI: Cyber Threat Intelligence
REF. CY4_CTI01

Incident Response and Handling Processes
REF. CY4_IR-HP01

CYBER SECURITY: BLUE TEAM

• Defining threats, understanding Risk
• CTI and Its Role
• Building an Intelligence Team
• CTI Processes and Sources (Internal and External)
• Data format (STIX) and protocol (TAXII server specifications)
• Management Tools
• High Level Architecture (Data Model)
• User Interface Requirements (Authentication, Dashboard)

• Processes of Incident Response
• Handling and Incident: Preparation and Prevention
• Incident Detection, Analysis, documentation and notification
• Containment, Eradication and Recovery
• Post-Incident Activity: Forensic Readiness and First Response 
    Practices; Memory Forensics
• Types of Security Incidents
• Handling and Responding to Email, Network Security and 
    Advanced Persistent Threat incidents
• Handling Memory Forensics
• Introduction to SOC – Purpose and key roles of a SOC

Logging, monitoring and event management 
systems (SIEM)
REF. CY4_LOGSIEM01

Malware Analysis
REF. CY4_MW01

• Main logging mechanisms in Windows and Linux operating 
    systems
• Analysis of important log files generated by Windows and Linux
• Analysis of log files generated by widespread server applications
• Main tools for automatic analysis and visualization of 
    information related to log files
• Centralization of log files generated by distributed sources
• SIEM: definition and design feature
• Characteristics and issues of a SIEM

Forensic Analysis: System forensics, Network 
forensics, Reverse engineering and Threat intelli-
gence
REF. CY4_FOR01

• Computer forensics definition and expected goals
• The chain of custody
• Digital forensics in di�erent crime scenarios/digital environments
• Connecting the dots: from file system to application logs
• Acquisition and analysis of a device
• How to evaluate investments in forensics
• Device forensics activities risks
• Identify the presence of malware in the computer
• Social and Criminal Network Peculiarities and Analysis
• Build an e�ective Executive Summary and Technical Report

• Malware introduction, fundamentals, categories and purposes
• Setting up a safe malware analysis laboratory
• Assembling a toolkit for e�ective malware analysis
• Examining static properties of suspicious programs
• Performing behavioural analysis of malicious Windows executables
• Performing static and basic dynamic code analysis of malicious 
    Windows executables
• Intercepting network connections in the malware lab
• Examining malicious emails and documents
• Leveraging sandboxes and free public services for automated 
    response 
• Countermeasures
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CYBER SECURITY: RED TEAM

Red Teaming Course
REF. CY4_RED01

Application Penetration Test
REF. CY4_APP-PEN01

Network Penetration Test
REF. CY4_NET-PEN01

• Red Teaming – General Overview
• Information Gathering 
• Dump Credential, Privilege Escalation e Lateral Movement
• MiTm, Persistence e C&C
• Immersive Red Team Capture The Flag

• Introduction to network architectures
• Principle of Passive and Active Target Recognition
• Information Gathering
• Target Fingerprinting 
• Port and Vulnerability Scanning
• Network Protocols Enumeration
• Bypass Firewall/IPS/IDS protection
• Online Password Attacks
• Windows and Linux Internal Enumeration
• Local Privilege Escalation on Windows and Linux
• Windows and Linux Backdoors

Mobile Application Penetration Test
REF. CY4_MOB-PEN01 

• Android OS & Android App 
• Android security measures and Lab Setup 
• Android analysis (tools & labs)
• Android file system analysis (evidences)
• Android network analysis
• How to monitor HTTP tra�c
• Mount Man-In-the-Middle attacks

• Introduction to WEB architectures
• Target Scan
• Vulnerability Identification in web-based applications
• Deep Vulnerability Analysis Input Validation 
• Evasion techniques to bypass WAF
• Web Frameworks vulnerabilities

• Plan an Intelligence Cycle
• Intelligence in the Military Sector [specialized] 
• OSINT and SOCMINT
• Deep and Dark Web research methodologies
• Image Analysis and Intelligence (IMINT)
• Digital Humint

• Cyber Intelligence concepts – The Intelligence Cycle
• Intelligence process, planning and methodology overview
• Commander and intelligence o�cer needs
• Intelligence collection, sources evaluation & analysis
• Production & dissemination
• Fundamental concepts of intelligence writing
• Creation of an Intelligence use case;

COURSE CATALOGUE ON
CYBER INTELLIGENCE

Cyber Intelligence Basic Course: Setup and Use of a 
strategic Intelligence Framework
REF. CY4_CYINT-BAS01

Cyber Intelligence Planning and Analysis
REF. CY4_CYINT-PLAN01
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• Virtual LAN (VLAN) design
• Cyber Intelligence Concepts
• Concept, principles and goal of OSINT and SOCMINT
• Advantages and disadvantages of OSINT and SOCMINT
• Type of profile search engine
• Tools for Social Media content geo-localization, tracking and 
    profiling
• Design and building of a structured method and analysis cycle for 
    cusing OSINT and SOCMINTS tools for identifying and localizing 
    terrorist and preventing attack

• Cyber warfare concepts and use cases
• Use intelligence to improve situation awareness
• Understanding the Cyberspace Environment 
• Cyberspace Strategies and Operations Integration
• Ethics, laws and implications of cyber warfare
• SIGINT principles and strategies for preserving approaches will 
    be discussed
• Introduction to TECHINT: Battlefield Technical Intelligence
• Foreign Material Acquisition (FMA) & Foreign Material 
    Exploitation (FME) overview
• Production of TECHINT Reports and Special Technical Report

Cyber Intelligence Advanced Course: Using Intelli-
gence to support Tactical Operations
REF. CY4_CYINT-ADV01

OSINT & SOCMINT Planning and Analysis
REF. CY4_OS.SOCM01

• Digital HUMINT Definition, origins, and applications
• Digital HUMINT Agents vs Scraping Agent
• Types of Digital HUMINT sources
• Challenges and limitations; legal and ethical issues
• How to approach a target
• How to give a human touch to the “virtual human”: avatar 
    creation, personality and post (linguistic contents) generation, 
    how to contact a target
• Disengaging and terminating contact: the end of the operation

• Intelligence concepts; Fundamentals of Intelligence disciplines
• Introduction to TECHINT
• Understanding Organizational and Command Structures
• Military Capabilities: main components of the Land domain; 
    Naval domain equipment Categories; Air domain equipment 
    categories
• TECHINT sources and products
• Foreign Material Acquisition (FMA) & Foreign Material 
    Exploitation (FME) overview 
• Exploitation planning & procedures
• Documents and Media Exploitation process explanation

TECHINT: Technical Intelligence
REF. CY4_TECH01

Digital HUMINT Planning and management
REF. CY4_VHUM01



EDUCATIONAL PATHWAY FOR CY4GATE SOLUTIONS

• Platform Configuration & Management

• Data Source Integration

• Enrichment Source Integration

• Threat analysis and Investigation

• Analysis and Correlation Rules implementation and 

   management;

• Dashboarding

• Case management

• Platform Overview

• Case Planning & Creation

• Data Gathering Concepts

• Use of combined Analysis Tools

• Production Concepts

• Prepare and manage Dissemination

• Advanced Analysis Tools

• Hands-on laboratories on use cases

CYBER SECURITY CYBER INTELLIGENCE
REF. CY4_RTA-01 REF. CY4_QUI01

RTA (REAL-TIME ANALYTICS)
OPERATIONS FOR END USERS

QUIPO OPERATIONS
FOR END USERS

DECISION INTELLIGENCE SOFTWARE PLATFORM
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